The Organization of Behavior into Temporal and Spatial Neighborhoods
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Abstract—The mot\(^1\) framework \([1]\) is a system for learning behaviors while organizing them across a two-dimensional, topological map such that similar behaviors are represented in nearby regions of the map. The current paper introduces temporal coherence into the framework, whereby temporally extended behaviors are more likely to be represented within a small, local region of the map. In previous work, the regions of the map represented arbitrary parts of a single global policy. This paper introduces and examines several different methods for achieving temporal coherence, each applying updates to the map using both spatial and temporal neighborhoods, thus encouraging parts of the policy that commonly occur together in time to reside within a common region. These methods are analyzed experimentally in a setting modeled after a human behavior-switching game, in which players are rewarded for producing a series of short but specific behavior sequences. The new methods achieve varying degrees—in some cases high degrees—of temporal coherence. An important byproduct of these methods is the automatic decomposition of behavior sequences into cohesive groupings, each represented individually in local regions.

I. BACKGROUND

The mot framework \([1]\) is a system for continual learning \([2]\) in which behaviors are organized into a two-dimensional map according to their similarity.\(^2\) This organization was conjectured to convey many useful properties to the learning agent—properties such as robustness, non-catastrophic forgetting, and intelligent resource allocation. One method shown for achieving such a map in practice was by laying out reinforcement-learning modules (SERL modules \([3]\)) in a two-dimensional grid and then updating these modules in local spatial neighborhoods, much like the nodes of self-organizing maps (SOMs) are updated in local spatial neighborhoods \([4]\). As a result, the maps show spatial smoothness, the property underlying most of the advantages conjectured. Our goal in the current paper is to achieve temporal smoothness as well, such that temporally extended, coherent behaviors tend to be represented in small, local regions of the map. The methods presented here for achieving temporal smoothness apply updates not just to local spatial neighborhoods but to local temporal neighborhoods as well.

The mot framework was inspired by recent evidence in neuroscience that the motor cortex may be laid out as a topological map organized according to behavior, where similar behaviors occur close together and very different behaviors lie far apart \([5]\), \([6]\). As described by Ring et al. (2011b), this organization in and of itself conveys many surprising advantages, including: smoothness (the closer two regions are, the more likely they are to represent similar behaviors, thus providing a gradient in behavior space); robustness (should a failure occur, nearby regions can provide similar behavior, and learning can be done simultaneously across entire regions); hierarchical organization (large regions tend to represent generic behaviors, smaller regions represent more specific behaviors); safe dimensionality reduction (only those sensorimotor connections needed by a region are delivered there, but all connections remain accessible somewhere in the map); intelligent use and reuse of resources (obsolete behaviors can be replaced by similar ones, and new behaviors can be learned in those regions already representing the most similar behaviors); state aggregation by policy similarity (the position in the map of the currently active behavior provides a compact representation of state); continual learning and graceful degradation (regions can compete to best cover the useful behavior space).

The Motmap is the two-dimensional sheet of mots whose purpose is to achieve the above advantages for an artificial agent. Each mot has a location in the map where it receives its input and computes its output. While the mot framework is quite general and allows a large number of possible instantiations, the system underlying the methods discussed here is exactly that described in detail by Ring et al. (2011b). It is composed of a fixed number of SERL modules that learn to combine their individually limited capacities to represent a complex policy. If there are more modules than necessary, they redundantly represent large areas of behavior space (thus increasing robustness). If there are too few modules (the more common case), they spread out to cover the most important areas best.

The learning rule encourages smoothness, and the map becomes organized such that nearby mots compute similar

---

\(^1\) Pronounced “møt” or “moost”, like moat or mote, rhyming with “boat” as in “motor boat”.

\(^2\) “Continual learning” refers to the constant and incremental acquisition of new behaviors built on previously acquired behaviors, where each behavior is learned through interaction with an environment that can provide positive and negative rewards.
outputs to similar inputs; however, this organization does not imply that the behaviors represented in a region will be temporally cohesive, or that the input-output pairs of any frequently occurring sequential behavior will likely be represented within the same region, as seems to be evidenced by the motor cortex [5], [6]. Thus, the current paper addresses this issue by introducing mechanisms that encourage temporally extended behaviors to be represented in small, local regions of the map.

II. FORMAL DESCRIPTION

In the current system, each mot is implemented as a single SERL module, extended with a coordinate on a two-dimensional grid (Figure 1, left). Since neither SERL nor the mot system are widely known, we repeat their formal description here.

SERL is best understood as a multi-modular system for reinforcement learning (RL) based in the standard RL framework [7], in which a learning agent interacts with a Markov decision process (MDP) over a series of time steps \( t \in \{0, 1, 2, \ldots \} \). At each time step the agent takes an action \( a_t \in A \) from its current state \( s_t \in S \). As a result of the action the states transition to a state \( s_{t+1} \in S \), and receives a reward \( r_t \in \mathbb{R} \). The dynamics underlying the environment are described by the state-to-state transition probabilities \( P_{s_{t+1}} = Pr\{s_{t+1}=s' \mid s_t=s, a_t=a \} \) and expected rewards \( R_{s_{t+1}} = \mathbb{E}\{r_{t+1} \mid s_{t+1}=s', a_{t+1}=a' \} \). The agent’s decision-making process is described by a policy, \( \pi(s, a) = Pr\{a_{t+1}=a \mid s_{t+1}=s \} \), which the agent refines through repeated interaction with the environment so as to maximize \( Q(s, a) = \mathbb{E}\{\sum_{k=0}^{\infty} \gamma^k r_{t+k+1} \mid s_{t+k+1}=s, a_{t+k+1}=a \} \), the total future reward (discounted by \( \gamma \in [0, 1] \)) that it can expect to receive by taking any action \( a \) in any state \( s \) and following policy \( \pi \) thereafter.

SERL is an online, incremental, modular learning method that autonomously assigns different parts of a reinforcement-learning task to different modules, requiring no intervention or prior knowledge.

SERL consists of a set of modules, \( M \). Each receives as input an observed feature vector \( o \in O \), which uniquely identifies the state. Each module \( i \in M \) contains two components: a controller function,
\[
    f^{c,i} : O \to \mathbb{R}^{|A|},
\]
which generates a vector of action-value estimates; and an expertise estimator (also called “predictor function”),
\[
    f^{p,i} : O \to \mathbb{R}^{|A|},
\]
which generates a vector of predicted action-value errors. At every time step, each module produces values based on the current observation vector, \( o_t \):
\[
    q_i^t = f^{c,i}(o_t),
    p_i^t = f^{p,i}(o_t).
\]
These are combined for each module to create an \( |M| \times |A| \) matrix \( L_t \) of lower confidence values such that
\[
    L_t = q_i^t - |p_i^t|,
\]
where \( L_i^t \) is the \( i \)th row of \( L_t \).

At every time step there is a winning module, \( w_t \), which is generally one whose highest \( L \) value matches \( L_i^t \), the highest value in \( L_t \). But this rule is modified in an \( \varepsilon \)-greedy fashion [7] to allow occasional random selection of winners, based on a random value, \( x_t \sim U(0, 1) \):
\[
    W_t = \{ i \in M : \max_a L_i^t = L_a^t \}
\]
\[
    Pr\{w_t = i \mid L_t\} = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{|M|} & \text{if } x_t < \varepsilon_M \\ \frac{1}{|M|} & \text{if } x_t \geq \varepsilon_M \text{ and } i \in W_t \\ 0 & \text{otherwise,} \end{cases}
\]
where \( L_i^t \) is the value for action \( a \) in \( L_i^t \). Once a winner is chosen, SERL calculates an \( \varepsilon \)-greedy policy based on the winner’s \( L \) values: \( L_i^{w_t} \), using a potentially different constant, \( \varepsilon_A \).

Learning. The function approximators for both controllers and expertise estimators are updated with targets generated by TD-learning [8]. Unlike simple SERL modules, in addition to the controller and expertise estimator, each mot is assigned a coordinate in an evenly spaced, two-dimensional grid. Whereas in SERL, only the winner’s controller is updated, the mot system updates the controllers for a set of mots \( w_t^{+} \) that surround the winner in the Motmap within a given radius.

The controllers are updated using \( Q \)-learning [9]; thus for each \( i \in w_t^{+} \) the target for \( q_i^{w_t} \) (the component of \( q_i^t \) corresponding to action \( a_i \)) is \( r_t + \gamma L_{i+1}^t \).

All the expertise estimators are updated at every step, and their target is the magnitude of the mot’s TD error:
\[
    \delta_i^t = r_t + \gamma L_{i+1}^t - q_i^{w_t}.
\]

III. TEMPORAL COHERENCE

The method just outlined does result in a Motmap where similar policies are organized nearby each other and where the mapping represented by each mot is more similar to its neighbors than to mots farther away. However, the policies themselves are not necessarily temporally coherent: in the general case, if a mot has high expertise in a given state, it may not have high expertise in any of the immediately subsequent states. Conversely, for a learned global policy in which one state frequently or always follows immediately after another, there is no increased probability that the regions of greatest expertise for the two states are nearby each other. Indeed, the individual state-action mappings of extended behavior sequences are distributed arbitrarily throughout the Motmap. Thus, it cannot be argued with the above rules that extended behaviors are represented within local regions, as seems to be the case in the motor cortex. A temporally coherent organization, however, would be advantageous in all of the following ways:

Motor Vocabulary. When we learn extended coordinated behaviors, such as picking up a glass, crawling or walking, brushing our teeth, etc., these activities are generally composed of smaller behaviors that are themselves useful, such as reaching the hand to a specific location, swinging a leg forward,
grasping and holding, etc.—meaningful behaviors, that recur in a variety of situations for a variety of purposes. One of the goals of the mot framework is to learn such behaviors, to isolate them, and organize them for reuse. One of the hypotheses of the system is that it is particularly beneficial to build up a vocabulary of small, useful motor behaviors that can be strung together on the fly, much as words are strung together as circumstances demand to form desired meanings. Thus, it would be beneficial if there were a specific region of the map where each entire extended behavior could be located, learned, and accessed.

Larger-scale smoothness. The Motmap described formally in Section II encourages the development of small-scale smoothness: for each individual observation, expertise in the Motmap generally varies smoothly. There is usually a center of expertise somewhere in the map with expertise gradually dropping off as distance from the center increases (see Figure 1, right). However, if two observations always occur in succession, their centers of expertise are no more likely to be near each other than if they never occur in succession. Larger-scale smoothness could be achieved if entire extended behaviors represented in one region were similar to extended behaviors represented by its neighbors. If the map were organized in this way, then taking small steps between neighboring regions would correspond to navigating through a smooth space of full, extended behaviors.

Behavior-based hierarchy. One of the most attractive potential properties expected from the Motmap (which is, however, yet to be demonstrated in publication) is the autonomous formation of hierarchies, in which smaller subregions represent more refined behaviors than the larger regions they make up. Without temporal coherence, these hierarchies are small scale: formed with respect to isolated observation-action mappings only. Temporal coherence encourages the larger-scale correlate, where larger regions represent coarse versions of extended behaviors, and smaller regions represent more specific, more refined, extended behaviors.

Increased robustness. In the case of environmental noise, locality of behavior provides additional information to be exploited for increased robustness. If the agent preferentially chooses winners near the previous winner, it is more likely to remain within the region of state space appropriate to the current behavior.

Autonomous discovery of behavior. Perhaps the most important goal of the temporal-coherence mechanisms described above is the possibility of automatically and autonomously discovering useful units of behavior—the words of the motor vocabulary described above. We hypothesize that the continual learning of motor skills is not so much a matter of stringing together small motor skills into larger ones, but a matter of finding an ever more refined set of useful skills. That is to say, it is more about subtlety than sequencing.

The question obviously arises, then, how can useful skills be discovered? How can a good vocabulary of behaviors be found that can be put together in useful ways? In other words, how can we, as Plato said, “carve nature at its joints” [10], or in this case, carve an agent’s behavior space at its joints? While we do not propose to have solved this long-standing problem, we believe that an important part of the answer is to allow these motor words to form around the places where decisions must be made, drawing inspiration from Dawkins [11].

Dawkins proposed a method for describing sequences hierarchically by focusing on the decision points within the sequences, the places where successors are less clearly determined by their predecessors. For example, in the sequence “AbcXyzAbcAbcXyzXyz”, whenever A occurs, “bc” always follows; whenever X occurs, “yz” always follows. But there are no such deterministic successors for “c” or “z”; these are the decision points that suggest the boundaries between subsequences. The joints of behavior space are the places where decisions must be made, the places where it is less obvious to the agent which action should occur next, in other words, the states where the entropy of the policy is highest. These are the clues that a coherent behavior has ended and a new one should begin.

As adults, during our daily lives we are constantly engaging in an enormous variety of different short-term behaviors: we reach for things, touch things, grasp things, pick things up (each different thing in a slightly different way), point at things; we move our heads and eyes to locate and watch things; make hand gestures and facial gestures; we form an enormous variety of exact tongue and mouth positions when we communicate, and body-posture and leg movements to get from place to place; we scratch; we rub; we pick and preen; and on and on. The range of short-term behaviors we have to call from is considerable. We choose each of these in context, stringing them together to achieve our desires of the moment.

But how do we learn to divide our overall behavior into meaningful components? Our approach is to encourage individual responses (state-action pairs) to be stored in the same location as other responses depending on both their similarity and their temporal contiguity. As a consequence of this update rule, we anticipate that strings of responses occurring together frequently will be stored in nearby locations of the map.

We imagine that in early learning, small behaviors (small sequences of responses) are formed by a planning process...
in which the agent chooses actions to exploit the regularities within its immediate environment. Due to the presence of these environmental regularities, the agent will frequently produce similar or identical plans, followed by moments of decision making in which a new plan is formed that may or may not be related to the previous behavior sequence. Thus, boundaries emerge automatically as a result of planning, decision making, and the statistical regularities of the environment.

IV. Implementation and Testing

To encourage the mots to represent temporally contiguous portions of the global policy, we introduce, test, and compare several new possible update mechanisms. In all cases, the expertise estimators are updated as above; only the controller updates are modified here.

- Method $W^{t,t+1}$: at time $t$ all controllers in $w^{t}_{t-1} \cup w^{t}_{t}$ are updated using $r_{t-1} + \gamma L^t_r$ as the target. This means that if two mots tend to be temporal neighbors, they will often get trained on the same data, until one of them dominates on both.

- Method $W^{t-1,t+1}$, same as Method $W^{t,t+1}$, but the controllers in $w^{t+1}_{t+1}$ are also updated, making the method symmetric with respect to the past and future. (This method of course necessitates keeping the target until $t+1$.)

- Method $W^{t-1,t}$: same as Method $W^{t-1,t+1}$, but the controllers in $w^{t-1}_{t-1}$ are not updated.

In addition to these are three more aggressive variants ($W^{t,t+1}_{2t}$, $W^{t-1,t+1}_{2t}$, and $W^{t-1,t}_{2t}$) that double the learning rate on those controllers not in $w^{t}_{t}$. The intuition here is that the temporally adjacent winning mots will thereby be forced to assume some of the current winners’ expertise.

Benchmark task. The video game Dance Central provides a useful illustration of the process of planning, choosing, and ultimately learning short-term behaviors. In the game, the screen shows a picture representing which dance move the player should perform next. The player, whose actions are analyzed by computer as part of the Kinect™ gaming system, receives points for performing the sequence correctly. The game then displays a different movement sequence from a fixed library of such sequences, and the process continues until the song is over. The player thus learns a broad range of different motor-control behaviors, each having sequential contiguity, punctuated by decision points in which new plans and decisions are made.

For training purposes, we model the game as an MDP, where each of $D$ dance sequences is represented as a chain of $N$ states: the starting state is at one end of the chain and the final state is at the other. In each state of the chain, the agent can choose from a variety of actions; a single “correct” action advances it to the next state of the chain, while all other actions take the agent back to the previous state. When the agent reaches the end state of a chain (which corresponds to successfully producing the dance sequence), it receives a reward of 1.0 and is placed at the starting state of a randomly chosen chain. (All other state transitions return a reward of zero.) The agent’s observation in each state is a feature vector comprising two concatenated, binary unit subvectors: the first subvector identifies the task, while the second identifies the current step within the task. (Each subvector has a 1 in a single position, all other positions are 0.) This abstract representation captures at a high level the agent’s overall goal of mapping a target dance move and a current progress indicator to a discrete action.

Before training begins, the actions that take the agent to the next state are assigned randomly, independently and uniformly. Generalization is therefore impossible, and the agent cannot choose the correct action based on the regularities in the inputs. Thus, for each behavior the agent should learn to produce a string of actions that are temporally coherent, but once the behavior is finished, a new one is selected at random. This scenario allows us to test the mechanisms proposed above for their ability to capture the temporal coherence of the learned behaviors and to assign them to nearby locations of the Motmap.

We examined games of different sizes, varying the number of dance sequences (behaviors or tasks), their length, and the number of possible actions that are available to the agent at every step.

Measures of coherence. To compare the methods described above, we use two measures of temporal coherence: (P) the probability of switching to a mot outside the current winner’s local neighborhood, and (H) the entropy of a sequence of mot winners. For measure (P), we compare two values: ($P_s$) the probability of a switch during the sequence, and ($P_e$) the probability of a switch at the end of the sequence (when a new dance sequence is chosen); thus,

$$P_s = \frac{1}{D(N-1)} \sum_{d=1}^{D} \sum_{n=1}^{N-1} \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if adjacent}(w_{d,n}, w_{d,n+1}) \\ 1 & \text{otherwise}, \end{cases}$$

$$P_e = \frac{1}{D(D-1)} \sum_{d=1}^{D} \sum_{d' \neq d} \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if adjacent}(w_{d,N}, w_{d',1}) \\ 1 & \text{otherwise}, \end{cases}$$

where adjacent$(x, y)$ is true if mot $x$ is immediately above, below, left or right of mot $y$ on the Motmap, and $w_{d,n}$ is the winning mot when the agent’s input is the observation from the $n$th step in dance sequence $d$.

For measure H, we define the entropy of a sequence as :

$$H(s) = \sum_{i}^{M} p_i^s \log p_i^s,$$

where $M$ is the number of mots, and $p_i^s$ is the fraction of states in sequence $s$ in which mot $i$ is the winner. (If a single mot is the winner for every state in the sequence, its entropy is zero.) Then we compare $H_d$ (the average entropy of those dance sequences to be learned) with $H_c$ (the expected entropy
of a random dance sequence):

\[ H_d = \frac{1}{D} \sum_{d=1}^{D} H(s_d) \]
\[ H_r = \mathbb{E}[H(s_r)], \]

where \( s_d \) is the \( d^{th} \) dance sequence to be learned, and \( s_r \) is a randomly generated sequence where for step \( i \) of the sequence, each observation is drawn uniformly from the \( i^{th} \) step of all \( D \) sequences to be learned. The expectation in \( H_r \) is approximated by averaging over 100 such sequences.

V. RESULTS

We use the following parameter settings: \( \alpha_c = 0.005 \) (learning rate for controllers), \( \alpha_e = 0.05 \) (learning rate for expertise estimators), \( \varepsilon_A = 0.02 \) (exploration on actions), \( \varepsilon_M = 0.5 \) (exploration on mots), \( \gamma = 0.95 \) (reward discount), and \( M = 100 \) (number of mots).

Figure 2 displays results for two variants of the mot system: (1) with update radius 1 (corresponding to one neighbor of the winner in each cardinal direction), denoted as the ‘Motmap’ scenario; and (2) with update radius 0 (no neighbors), denoted as the ‘SERL’ scenario. In the latter scenario, no spatial organization is applicable, and we study purely the dynamics of the temporal coherence. In each case we test the six update mechanisms from section IV on the same task. The task uses 16 dance sequences \( (D = 16) \), each dance sequence representing a behavior of length 4 \( (N = 4) \), with 10 actions possible in each state \( (|A| = 10) \). The results of all 14 variants are shown. Figure 3 then shows the results of the best method on three different task settings to show how the results generalize.

VI. DISCUSSION

The results demonstrate temporal coherence emerging from several of the methods tested, visible both through the low entropy and the low switching probability within a sequence, in comparison to the relatively high entropy of the random sequence and the relatively high switching probability between different sequences. This shows two things. First, behavior sequences are coalescing within local regions of the map. Second, the boundaries of the behaviors are being discerned and captured as an emergent property of the system; i.e., the mots are learning to carve the agent’s behavior at its joints.

Interestingly, it seems that temporal coherence can be achieved without harming task performance—compare the black curves from the top row in Figure 2 to the rows below.

The shape of the two probability curves \( P_s \) and \( P_r \) depends on the update method used. Without an explicit method for encouraging temporal coherence (top row), these curves are essentially the same. Thus, the probability of switching to a mot outside the current winner’s local neighborhood is no lower during the course of a dance sequence than when changing to a new sequence. In contrast, all the temporal-coherence methods successfully reduce \( P_s \) (intra-sequence switching) and \( H_d \) (reference value is the dotted light blue line, \( H_r \)).
new in AI or RL. A different method proposed for segmenting RL policies into meaningful chunks is to find bottleneck states (“doorways”) through which many possible paths can pass [12]. These methods bear a certain resemblance to the current method, in that doorways are also likely to be states of higher entropy.

VII. Conclusions

The temporal and spatial organization of behavior is of great potential benefit for continual-learning agents, promoting increased robustness, hierarchical learning, and the navigation and search of learned behaviors. Building upon our earlier work, which had introduced mechanisms for the spatial organization of behavior in a two-dimensional “Motmap,” the current paper introduced six related, novel update mechanisms for achieving temporal coherence in SERL and the Motmap. In each case, this coherence is achieved as an emergent property of the update rule.

A variable set of sequential tasks patterned after the game Dance Central allowed us to demonstrate that the new mechanisms can segment behavior into cohesive chunks, representing each chunk within individual modules of a SERL system or within local neighborhoods of the two-dimensional Motmap. The latter result, a topological map organized in both space and time, is an important step towards an agent that maintains a library of useful motor behaviors—ordered, accessible, and extensible according to their similarities. We posit that this organization will be critical for an agent that learns continually and is constantly expanding the sophistication of its behavior.
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